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Abstract
By driving hot electrons between two metal plates connected by a wire loop, high power lasers
can generate multi-tesla, quasi-static magnetic fields in miniature coil targets. Many
experiments involving laser-coil targets rely on proton deflectometry directed perpendicular to
the coil axis to extract a measurement of the magnetic field. In this paper, we show that
quantitative measurements using perpendicular probing are complicated by the presence of GV
m−1 electric fields in the target that develop on sub-ns timescales. Probing parallel to the coil
axis with fiducial grids is shown to reliably separate the electric and magnetic field
measurements, giving current estimates of I≈ 5 kA in 1 mm- and 2 mm-diameter wire loops.
An analytic model of proton deflection in electric and magnetic fields is used to benchmark
results from the particle-in-cell code and help deconvolve the magnetic and electric field
deflections. Results are used to motivate a new experimental scheme that combines a
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single-plate target with axial proton probing and direct current measurements. This scheme has
several important advantages over the traditional target and diagnostic set-up, enabling the
robust measurement of coil magnetic fields and plasma properties, as well as making it easier to
validate different theoretical models at a range of laser intensities.

Keywords: magnetic, fields, laser, coils, proton deflectometry, proton radiography, plasma

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Discharge currents are produced in all high power laser-solid
interactions where a target is connected to ground. These cur-
rents are frequently disruptive, for instance when they emit
bursts of radiofrequency EMP that couple to electronic equip-
ment [1], although in other contexts they can be beneficial.
Using specially-constructed helical targets, discharge pulses
have been used to focus and energy-select proton beams accel-
erated off the back of metal foils [2–4]. In inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF) research, electron reflux and fuel preheat
is reduced as a return current propagates along the target sup-
port and neutralises the target potential [5–7]. There is also a
lot of interest in using the laser discharge current to magnetize
a plasma. Multi-tesla, externally-applied magnetic fields can
increase fusion yields in ICF [8–10], focus charged-particle
beams [11, 12], or be used for applications in laboratory astro-
physics [13–16].

To tailor these discharge currents to specific applications
requires robust measurement and analysis techniques. Many
experiments have used proton deflectometry to capture images
of the electromagnetic fields around the coil, from which
the spatial and temporal field profiles can be extracted. Pro-
ton beams are often directed perpendicular to the coil axis
[13, 18, 19], producing a distinctive teardrop-shaped void that
is circumscribed by a caustic. Figure 1 shows perpendicular
radiographs taken from the experiment detailed in [17]. In the
absence of electric fields, the width of the void at the top of the
loop is proportional to the square root of the coil current and
inversely proportional to the fourth root of the proton energy
[19]. This means there is a strong link between the void dia-
meter, dv, the coil current and magnetic field. On the other
hand, by probing perpendicularly across the coil, protons are
deflected by strong fields around the wire surface and therefore
carry little or no information about the field structure inside
the loop itself [20]. There is moreover the issue of electric
fields, which contribute towards dv and substantially increase
the errors associated with the magnetic field measurements.

Breaking the degeneracy of electric and magnetic field
measurements in proton radiography is important for applic-
ations in magnetized high energy density physics and to help
test predictive models of capacitor-coil operation [9, 21–27].
Here we present additional results and analysis from an
experiment conducted on the Vulcan laser and previously
reported in [17]. The dual-axis experimental scheme can
be seen in figure 2. Capacitor coil targets were irradiated
by three long-pulse laser beams overlapped on their rear
plates for a combined energy of EL = 550 J and a focal

intensity of ∼ 5 × 1015 Wcm−2. Each drive beam consisted
of a 1 ns-duration square pulse with ∼100 ps rise time and
wavelength λL = 1.053 µm. Proton beams were accelerated
off 40 µm-thick Au foils via the target normal sheath accel-
eration (TNSA) mechanism [28], eventually passing across
a capacitor-coil target and being deposited on stacks of
radiochromic film (RCF). Using proton deflectometry along
two orthogonal axes, the evolution of electric and magnetic
fields in capacitor-coil targets can be reliably inferred. Elec-
tromagnetic field profiles were found to be reproducible over
tens of laser shots, with a likely peakmagnetic field ofB0 ≈ 5 T
achieved at the centre of the 1 mm-diameter coils12. Lessons
learned from the dual-axis probing experiment are used to
motivate a single-plate experimental scheme that combines
proton deflectometry along the loop axis with a direct voltage
or current diagnostic. Similar to other experiments involving
single-plate coils [20, 29, 30], this simplified approach makes
it easier to diagnose plasma properties and particles ejected
from the laser focal spot. It also provides a reliable supporting
diagnostic of the return current, which can be studied for a
wide range of laser parameters.

The techniques outlined in this paper are testament to the
lasting influence of the late Prof. David Neely on diagnostics
of magnetic and electric fields in experiments with high power
lasers. David’s work spanned the entire field of high power
laser science, from laser technology to plasma physics, facility
operation and diagnostic development [31, 32]. He was inter-
ested in what could be learned from radiation and charged
particles emitted from the laser focal spot [33–35] and recip-
rocally how laser and target properties could be manipulated
to produce new radiation sources [36–38]. He also played
a pivotal role in the development of proton deflectometry
with RCF imaging [39], using them to measure electromag-
netic fields in laser-plasmas [40, 41] and discharge pulses
propagating along conducting surfaces [42]. David possessed
an uncommonly clear intellect that helped produce novel
measuring instruments [43–45] and his ideas have been influ-
ential in the fields of ion acceleration [46–48], electron dynam-
ics and sheath formation [49, 50], charged particle radiography
and high-frequency radiation sources [1, 37, 51–53]. Many
of these advances are directly applicable to the physics of

12 We would like to take this opportunity to correct the magnification of the
proton deflectometry diagnostic reported in [17]. The magnification was 7 -
not 10 - which means the inferred currents and charges are slightly larger than
previously observed. In addition, figure 10 in [17] has an erroneous magnetic
field profile. Our conclusions about grid deflection close to the wire surface
are not significantly changed, however.
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Figure 1. Proton radiographs of capacitor-coil targets taken during
an experiment on the Vulcan laser, where the proton beam is
oriented perpendicular to the coil axis and anti-parallel to the
current at the top of the loop [17]. Both images were made using
ϵp = 7.3 MeV protons passing across 2 mm-diameter coil targets
shortly after the end of the ns-duration laser drive. Darker colours
represent a higher proton signal. (a) Radiograph with void and pinch
features labelled, indicating the presence of a strong magnetic field.
Adapted from [17]. CC BY 4.0. (b) Radiograph with a compound
void structure consisting of an inner lobe that is devoid of protons
and an outer halo that is partially filled.

laser-driven magnetic fields and continue to inform our work
on capacitor-coil targets.

This paper is divided into several sections. Section 2
presents an analytic model of proton deflection in static EM
fields around a straight wire that can be used to extract a rough
estimate of the loop current and magnetic field. In section 3,
simulation results from perpendicular probing of the coil are
presented. They suggest that strong electromagnetic fields are
present in the target that require alternative approaches to pro-
duce a reliable quantitative field measurement. In section 4,
simulations of proton deflectometry parallel to the loop axis
show that the magnetic field can be uniquely determined from
proton beam rotation inside the coil. Comparison with RCF
data suggests that no measurable magnetic fields were pro-
duced in the coil during our experiment, giving likely upper
limits on the wire current of a few kA. In section 5, the ana-
lytic model is used to infer the scaling of proton caustic radius
with proton energy, providing an alternative means of sep-
arating electric and magnetic fields in proton deflectometry.
Finally, in section 6, the Vulcan experimental results are used
tomotivate a new experimental scheme that could significantly
improve future magnetic field measurements and models of
optical magnetic field sources. Data to support the findings in
this study is openly available at [54].

2. Analytic model of caustic formation for proton
probing perpendicular to the coil axis

In this section, we introduce an analytic formula for the
width of the teardrop-shaped proton void that is observed in
RCF images of capacitor coil targets (see figure 1). In [19],
Gao et al derive an expression for the caustic radius when a
monoenergetic proton beam passes through a static capacitor

coil magnetic field. The magnetic field of an infinite straight
wire, distributed over a short13 distance∆z, is used to approx-
imate the magnetic field at the top of a wire coil. Here, we
extend Gao’s method to account for a monoenergetic proton
beam passing through electric andmagnetic fields correspond-
ing to a charged, current-carrying straight wire. A diagram
of the coordinate system can be seen in figure 3. The charge
and current distributions are considered static and uniformly-
distributed over the wire, with electromagnetic fields confined
to a region of spatial extent ∆z. The beam is oriented anti-
parallel to the wire current such that each proton is deflected
radially away from the wire surface by the Lorentz force. For
protons of fixed energy εp, systemmagnificationM and target-
detector distance D, a circular caustic will form in the image
plane with radius:

rv = 2
√

MD∆z(µE +µB) (1)

where µB = eµ0I

2π
√

2mpϵp
, µE =

eλ
4 πϵ0 ϵp

, I is the wire current, λ

the linear charge density, mp the mass of a proton and µ0 and
ε0 the permeability and permittivity of free space. A full deriv-
ation of equation (1) is provided in the appendix. Equation (1)

implies that rv ∝ I
1
2 and rv ∝ ϵ

−
1
4

p for a proton beam passing
through the magnetic field at the top a wire loop, whilst rv ∝

λ
1
2 and rv ∝ ϵ

−
1
2

p in the electric field around a charged wire.
Neglecting the electric field term µE in equation (1), an estim-
ate of the on-axis coil magnetic field can be extracted given a
measurement of the caustic width dv and an assumed value of
∆z:

dv = 4

(

eµ0I∆zMD
2 π

)
1
2
(

1
2 mpϵp

)
1
4

. (2)

Figure 4 shows how dv varies with proton energy and coil
magnetic field. The magnetic field at the coil centre is estim-
ated via B0 = µ0I/2R and the white contour lines represent
the range of void widths observed on the Vulcan experiment
in [17]. Since the TNSA protons generated during the exper-
iment had energy ϵp < 15 MeV, the figure suggests that wire
currents and on-axis magnetic fields were below ∼25 kA and
∼30 T respectively. If the µB term is neglected in equation (1)
and the µE term retained, the impact of electric fields on pro-
ton radiography of the coil can be estimated. We find that for
a linear charge density of λ= 5 nC mm−1, a mm-sized loop
can produce multi-mm diameter caustics that are comparable
to those from multi-tesla magnetic fields.

3. Deflectometry perpendicular to loop axis

Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations allow us to model pro-
ton deflections in electric and magnetic fields around a
wire of arbitrary shape. Details of our synthetic radiography

13 short with respect to the source-target and target-detector distances.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the dual-axis experiment. Two Cu foils were placed orthogonally and irradiated with ps-duration
lasers, firing TNSA proton beams across the capacitor-coil target (plates not shown) and onto the RCF detectors. Cu grids were interposed
between the proton foil and the capacitor-coil on several shots in order to imprint a mesh fiducial into the proton images. The loop current I
and corresponding magnetic field B are indicated with arrows in red and green, while the dashed lines represent the two orthogonal axes of
the proton beams. Spatial dimensions are grossly exaggerated in this image. The proton foil-target distance was 12 mm and the target-RCF
distance was 70 mm for a coil magnification of ≈7—this is corrected from a magnification of 10 in [17]. Inset on the right-hand side is a
diagram of the coil target. Underneath the wire loop are two straight wire sections that connect the front and rear plates together. The rear
plate was supported by an insulating rod that separated the target from the ground.

Figure 3. Diagram of our coordinate system. A straight wire of static and uniform current, I, is oriented along the z-axis. The corresponding
magnetic field is constant at a fixed radius from the wire centre with a value Br. The wire is also uniformly charged with radial electric field
Er at a fixed radius from the wire.

Figure 4. Filled contour plots of proton void diameter for proton deflection around 1- and 2 mm-diameter capacitor coils. The void
diameter is plotted for different proton energies and magnetic fields. The void diameter is calculated using the analytic method from
[19] and geometrical parameters are taken from the Vulcan experimental set-up. The white contour lines demarcate the range of void sizes
observed on our experiment. For example, most shots with 1 mm loops produced voids between 3 and 6 mm across.
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Figure 5. Variation in loop current with total applied laser energy for 1 mm-diameter capacitor coil targets. The loop current is inferred
from B-field only simulations using measurements of (a) inner void diameter (b) outer halo diameter. Corresponding target probe times are
shown in the legends.

technique can be found in [17]. Synthetic radiographs were
benchmarked against the analytic model from section 2. The
results presented in this section were run with proton beams
oriented perpendicular to the coil axis passing through static
magnetic fields.

Experimental radiographs captured later than t∼ 0.5 ns into
the laser drive feature proton voids with a two-layer structure,
as illustrated in figure 1(b). The inner void contains no proton
signal, whereas the outer halo is structured and partially filled.
Since our magnetic field simulations only produce a single
void, one can choose whether to fit the void diameter to the
inner or outer caustic. Figure 5 shows how the capacitor coil
current varies with applied laser energy for targets with 1 mm-
diameter loops, 1–1.4 ns after the beginning of the laser drive.
These current measurements are inferred from the inner void
diameter (figure 5(a)) and outer halo diameter (figure 5(b)).
They do not change significantly for laser energies between
540 J and 660 J.

The temporal evolution of the capacitor coil current is plot-
ted in figure 6 for 1 mm and 2 mm-diameter loops. Values are
inferred from a series of shots taken at different probe times
with on-target laser energies between 540 J and 660 J. Since
the loop current appears to be stable with laser energy in this
range, the data in figure 6 has not been normalised. Error bars
are slightly larger for the data points at tprobe < 0.5 ns because
the proton beam was oriented at an oblique angle to the loop
that has been estimated from RCF images. Both 1 mm and
2 mm loop targets exhibit similar behaviour. Figure 6 suggests
the magnetic field rises to a maximum a few hundred pico-
seconds after the beginning of the laser drive, decays to under
half its maximum value in the same time and then remains
approximately constant for at least a further nanosecond. This
behaviour is not consistent with the dynamics of the laser abla-
tion current or consideration of the target in terms of a lumped-
element circuit. It is therefore important to compare the qualit-
ative features of the radiographs early and late in the laser drive
to see if electric fields should be included in our simulations
as well.

Figure 7 shows RCF data taken at two extremes of
the laser drive. In figure 7(a), a single-plate target is cap-
tured t≈ 300 ps after the beginning of the laser pulse.
The single-plate target is identical to our standard two-plate

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of B-field for 1 mm-diameter
capacitor coil targets. The laser arrives at time tprobe = 0 ns. Red
squares indicate inner void measurements, while orange triangles
represent measurements of the outer halo.

design (inset to figure 2) except that the front plate has been
removed. Matching proton deflections around the wire to
synthetic radiographs with static magnetic fields, the inferred
current for the vertical wire sections underneath the loop
(I= 200 kA, figure 7(a.i)) is much higher than the cur-
rent needed to reproduce the void at the apex of the loop
(I= 40 kA, figure 7(a.ii)). This is because protons passing
underneath the loop aremoving almost parallel to themagnetic
field lines, so the magnetic component of the Lorentz force
is relatively small. The absence of a strong pinch to comple-
ment the void is further evidence that a positive electric field is
present (since the laser is still charging the target, it is unreas-
onable to suppose the deflections can be explained by a cur-
rent inhomogeneity). These observations, which are common
to radiographs of single and two-plate targets probed a few
hundred ps after the laser drive, suggest that GV m−1 electric

5
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Figure 7. (a) Experimental radiograph corresponding to protons with energy ϵp = 10.6 MeV, probing the target at t≈ 0.3 ns after the
beginning of the laser drive. Current estimates based on magnetic field simulations at the top of the loop (I= 40 kA) and the vertical wires
(I= 200 kA) are inconsistent. (a.i) Synthetic radiograph generated using ϵp = 10.6 MeV protons for a 2 mm-diameter loop carrying a
200 kA static current in the experimental geometry. (a.ii) Synthetic radiograph generated using ϵp = 10.6 MeV protons for a 2 mm-diameter
loop carrying a 40 kA static current in the experimental geometry. (b) Experimental radiograph corresponding to protons with energy
ϵp = 7.3 MeV, probing the target at t≈ 1.2 ns after the beginning of the laser drive. Adapted from [17]. CC BY 4.0.

fields at the wire surface have a dominant impact on proton
deflections around the wire.

Figure 7(b) is representative of radiographs taken towards
the end of the laser drive. An inverse teardrop-shaped caustic is
evidence of a significant magnetic field. We find that the void
and pinch structure cannot be reproduced without a magnetic
field, using realistic simulations of electric charge placed in
and around the loop. Furthermore, experiments at the LULI
facility have demonstrated that when the coil is driven in
the opposite sense, the proton void flips vertically to form a
teardrop [18]. While the magnetic field appears to dominate
at these late times, a pile-up of protons around the shadow of
the wire provides evidence for plasma sheath electric fields.
An intricate bubble-like structure (see figure 1(b)) and separ-
ation of the caustic from the shadow of the wire suggests it
is not caused by scattering off the target. Simulations show
that an inner void surrounded by a secondary, partially-filled
halo with outer caustic can be formed if (a) an annulus of neg-
ative charge is placed around a positively charged wire, with
a uniform current density flowing in the negatively-charged
region (b) or, alternatively, a positive radial electric field eman-
ating from the wire is abruptly cut off at a short distance
from the surface where a current is flowing. Both of these
scenarios are broadly consistent with a plasma sheath field
present at the wire surface. Around the loop, the proton pile-
up forms an outer halo that is clearly visible in figures 1(b)
and 7(b). This compound void structure is not caused by
background signal from the high energy protons depositing
energy in early layers of RCF because the proton beam cuts
off at 15 MeV and the outer halo was observed in radio-
graphs corresponding to protons of this energy. It is there-
fore possible that the inner void, which contains no proton
signal, is caused by magnetic fields, whereas the more dif-
fuse outer halo may be a product of extended electric fields
in a plasma surrounding the solid wire. The picture is similar
to those proposed by Peebles et al [20] and Manuel et al [6],
where the loop current flows through a plasma surrounding the

wire along a low-impedance pathway. Plasma formation on
the wire has been observed through shadowgraphic imaging
of an experimental coil [21] as well as in multi-physics sim-
ulations of capacitor-coil operation [29]. Depending on the
amplitude and extent of the charge distribution, sheath fields
can inflate or reduce the void diameter slightly compared
with current-only simulations. The impact of the plasma is
therefore to increase the vertical error in figures 5 and 6 by
several kA.

Evidence for electric fields throughout the laser drive and
the complexity of the corresponding current and charge geo-
metry suggests that additional data is needed to extract a
reliable measurement of the coil magnetic field. In the next
sections, we describe how axial deflectometry and proton
energy scalings can be used to help break the degeneracy of
the electromagnetic field measurements.

4. Deflectometry parallel to the loop axis

When a proton beam passes axially through a current loop, the
loop magnetic field causes the beam to rotate through a fixed
angle. If a high-Z grid is used to imprint a mesh structure in
the beam spatial profile, the rotation of the grid shadow can
be measured and an estimate of the magnetic field extracted
[17, 20, 24]. Crucially, grid rotation is independent of radial
electric fields and beam divergence angle. Though axial prob-
ing was conducted on our Vulcan experiment, the magnetic
fields were too low to produce a measurable rotation. Sim-
ulations with thin current-carrying wires in the experimental
geometry show that the grid rotation angle increases linearly
with current, producing a rotation of ∼ 2◦ at I= 20 kA. Since
the spatial resolution of proton deflectometry is generally very
high, the sensitivity of an axial probing measurement will
depend primarily on the strength and distribution of elec-
tric fields around the target. Evidence of 0.5 mm-scale dis-
tortions in the grid profile caused by GV m−1 non-uniform
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electric fields suggests it would be difficult to resolve a rota-
tion caused by currents below I≈ 20 kA. This upper limit
is consistent with current estimates based on the void dia-
meter in perpendicular radiographs. The sensitivity of pro-
ton deflectometry is higher when conducted perpendicular
rather than parallel to the loop axis because the protons pass
through a more extended magnetic field. Equation (2) indic-
ates that the proton void diameter approaches the apparent
wire diameter for kA-level currents and ∼5 MeV proton
energies, giving a sensitivity of ⩾1kA in the perpendicular
orientation.

Probing simultaneously along both axes of the coil allows
us to check our electromagnetic field measurements for con-
sistency. Figure 8 shows perpendicular and axial radiographs
for a single-plate target probed early in the interaction,
tprobe = 0.3 ns after the beginning of the laser drive. The per-
pendicular radiograph in figure 8(a) features a substantial void
at the top of the 2 mm-diameter loop and strong proton deflec-
tions all along the length of the straight wire sections. Since
magnetic field deflections are small around the straight wire
sections for currents below ∼50 kA, electric field simulations
were run to match deflections around these wires before mag-
netic fields were added to enlarge the void at the top of the
loop. The optimised results can be seen in figure 8(b), for a
wire current of 15 kA and wire charge of 60 nC, with the
charge spread uniformly across the full length of the wire loop
for a linear charge density of λ= 6.7 nC mm−1 and an elec-
tric field at the wire surface of∼109 Vm−1. This positive wire
charge can be seen as a portion of the total positive charge left
in the target by escaping hot electrons. It represents a small
fraction of the total charge transported between the capacitor
plates, since a 5 kA current flowing for 1 ns will transport
5000 nC of charge. Figure 6 suggests that a quasi-static current
is established with a delay of∼ 0.5 ns. During this initial time
interval, a charge has already accumulated on the target but it is
not yet transferred to the ground; electrical charging of the coil
can therefore be considered part of the transient discharge pro-
cess. Turning now to the axial radiograph in figure 8(c), a faint
caustic can be distinguished around the outside of the wire
which has been demarcated by dashed lines set∼1.5 mm from
the wire centre. A wire current of 40 kA is required to produce
an apparent wire thickness of 1 mm in the axial orientation.
Since the absence of grid rotation places an upper limit on
the current of I≈ 20 kA, we have ignored the current in axial
simulations. A wire linear charge density of 3.3 nC mm−1

gives a caustic width of 3 mm, which matches the caustic on
the outside of the wire (see figure 8(d)). This is approxim-
ately half the charge density and electric field inferred from
figure 8(a).

The discrepancy between the EM fields inferred from axial
and perpendicular deflectometry suggests that the assumption
of thin, static and uniform charge and current densities is too
simplistic. Extended charge profiles are needed to reproduce
the outer halo features in late-time perpendicular radiographs
and free charges in the coil may affect the spatial distribution
of the magnetic field as well.

Figure 8. Simultaneous proton probing of a 2 mm-diameter
single-plate capacitor coil target (a) perpendicular radiograph with
tprobe = 0.3 ns and ϵp = 7.3 MeV protons. (b) Combined E- and
B-field PIC simulation with wire current I= 15 kA and wire charge
Q=+60 nC. (c) Axial radiograph with tprobe = 0.3 ns and
ϵp = 7.3 MeV protons. (d) EPOCH E-field only simulation with
Q=+30 nC wire charge.

5. Scaling of radiographic features with proton
energy

When a proton passes through an electric or magnetic field, the
amount of deflection it experiences will depend on its kinetic
energy. In section 2, the proton void diameter was shown to

vary as ϵ
−

1
4

p in a magnetic field and ϵ
−

1
2

p in an electric field.
In an electromagnetic field, the void diameter will vary as
a combination of these two factors depending on the relat-
ive strength of the electric and magnetic fields. These proton
energy scalings can be used to try to discriminate between fea-
tures in the radiographs that derive from a dominant electric
field and those from a dominant magnetic field.

Referring to the experimental radiographs (see figure 9), the
energy dependence of the inner void and outer halo were tested
separately to see if there was a difference between the two. The
void diameter was measured on RCF layer 4 (ϵp = 5.6 MeV)
and RCF layer 11 (ϵp = 14.6 MeV), then the ratio of these
values were compared to the expected energy scalings. The
boundary of each void was identified by taking the average
of five horizontal lineouts of the proton signal and record-
ing local minima. Results suggest the inner void matches the
magnetic field scaling well on those shots where an inner
void can be reliably distinguished (tprobe > 0.5 ns). Though
the outer halo varies more strongly than the magnetic field

scaling on some shots, it is always closer to ϵ
−

1
4

p than ϵ
−

1
2

p .
In figure 9, a scatter plot shows how proton deflections scale
with proton energy for a typical laser shot with tprobe > 1.1 ns.
Both the inner void (blue dots) and outer halo (orange dots)
decrease steadily as proton energy increases over a range of
∼10 MeV. Straight line fits to the experimental data illustrate
how the outer halo diameter scales more strongly with ϵp than

7
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Figure 9. Experimental data corresponding to a single laser shot.
Two experimental radiographs of the same capacitor coil target are
shown at the top of the image, probed by ϵp = 5.6 MeV and
ϵp = 14.6 MeV protons. Filled and un-filled arrows mark the
dimensions of the outer halo and inner void diameter respectively.
Underneath, void diameter dv is plotted against proton energy for
several layers of RCF that were irradiated on the same shot. The
void diameter measured on each layer of RCF has been re-scaled to
the same position, D= 70 mm from the centre of the capacitor coil
loop. Vertical errors are dominated by uncertainty in the position of
the RCF stack relative to the proton foil. Horizontal errors of order
0.1 MeV are too small to be shown. Solid and dashed straight lines
represent least squares fits to the inner and outer void diameter data
respectively.

the inner void. The void diameter of the single-plate target
shown in figure 8(a), which appears to show good qualitat-
ive evidence for electric fields, is almost constant with proton
energy.

Rapid changes in capacitor coil fields could be respons-
ible for a deviation from the expected proton energy scal-
ing. This is particularly important early in the interaction,
when the current could be rising as fast as 100 kA ns−1

alongside GV m−1 electric fields. At later times (tprobe >
0.7 ns) the coil current and sheath electric fields appear to
be roughly constant, so correcting for dynamic fields is less
important. Using higher energy protons may help improve
the agreement between experimental results and the expected
ϵp-scalings.

Figure 10. Experimental platform for measurement of fast currents
and multi-tesla magnetic fields.

6. Discussion and implications for future
experiments

The experiment described in this paper and [17, 54] suggests
that single-plate targets can produce strong electromagnetic
fields and that axial proton radiography is essential to extract
quantitative estimates of the electric and magnetic field. We
can use these results to motivate a new experimental plat-
form for measuring strong electromagnetic fields produced by
the laser-induced charging of solid targets. The three main
ingredients are: (a) a single-plate geometry with connected
wire stalk (b) a mm-sized loop in the stalk for axial deflec-
tometric probing (c) a direct current [55] or voltage [56, 57]
diagnostic connected to the base of the stalk. Conducting or
electro-optic [58] probes can be used to support the deflecto-
metry diagnostic in the far-field and near-field respectively. A
diagram of the proposed experiment can be seen in figure 10.

Single-plate targets are easier to model because the impact
of photoionisation and plasma shorting effects on a second
plate can be neglected. An open geometry also has important
practical advantages over a two-plate scheme: First, it affords
easy access for multiple short and long-pulse drive beams,
opening up the possibility of magnetic field measurements
taken over a broad range of laser intensities and plasma scale
lengths. Second, it is easier to make measurements of plasma
conditions and ejected particles that are crucial when trying to
compare different models of laser-induced target charging. A
very approximate upper bound on the ablation current I0 from
a laser target is given by:

I0 = enhvhAspot (3)

where nh is the hot electron density, vh =
√

kBTh/me is the
average 1D hot electron velocity at an electron temperature Th
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and Aspot is the area of the laser focal spot. While the hot elec-
tron velocity can be related to the plasma temperature andAspot

is known, the density of escaped electrons is sensitive to the
experimental set-up via the target potential and proximity to
ground. Although the target electrostatic voltage [59], plasma
sheath fields and transverse motion of the laser-plasma column
[21, 27] will limit the current to much lower values than that
provided by equation (3), the ablation current remains intim-
ately linked to plasma density and temperature in the laser
focal spot.

The target support can be fashioned into a loop for use in
various applications [2–4, 11] or as part of an axial deflecto-
metry diagnostic [17, 20, 24]. Particle tracing simulations sug-
gest that proton probing parallel to the loop axis with grid fidu-
cials can reliably separate electric and magnetic field measure-
ments. Loop diameter and grid magnification should therefore
be carefully chosen so that the grid is visible inside the loop
and an estimate of the magnetic field profile can be extracted.
If the loop is positioned in the middle of the stalk, at a distance
of several centimetres from the laser-plasma, the chance of hot
electrons reaching the loop and perturbing radiographic meas-
urements is significantly reduced compared with the standard
two-plate capacitor-coil geometry.

Direct current or voltage probes attached to the base of the
target holder can provide a robust independent measure of the
return current profile and accumulated target charge. This is
particularly advantageous if the wire current is expected to be
below I≈ 20 kA, when grid rotation may be undetectable in
axial proton images. Voltage stripline diagnostics have been
demonstrated at both high [56] and medium [57, 60] laser
intensity. Since the stripline connection is far away from the
interaction point, shorting of electrical contacts due to x-ray
flashover (see [61]) should be reduced. Another advantage of
the voltage stripline scheme is that it is compatible with high
rep-rate laser systems, which are becoming increasingly com-
mon. Alternatively, a Rogowski coil or similar inductive cur-
rent probe [55, 62] can be used to measure the current passing
through the stalk. For EMP studies, B-dot probe signals can
be compared with target charge measurements and an antenna
emission model [63].

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that electric fields are present in
and around laser-driven coils at all stages of the laser inter-
action and that they affect the magnetic field measurements
inferred from proton radiographs oriented perpendicular to the
coil axis.Magnetic fieldmeasurements based on rotation of the
proton beam parallel to the coil axis are particularly important
because the rotation is independent of radial electric fields.
When probing the target towards the end of the laser drive,
a compound void structure provides evidence for an exten-
ded plasma with sheath electric fields oriented away from the
wire surface. Early in the laser drive, simultaneous dual-axis
probing reveals non-uniform GV m−1 electric fields emanat-
ing from the wire. The assumption of a thin, uniform charge

and current density is too simplistic to reproduce all of the
details of the experimental radiographs. PIC simulations with
fine-mesh fiducials and extended electric fields are therefore
needed to better constrain errors in deflectometry measure-
ments. Any departure from an idealised current geometry will
have important implications for B-dot and Faraday rotation
measurements.

Reproducible quasi-static magnetic fields are observed at
the end of the ns-duration laser drive, showing good agree-
ment with simulations for wire currents of I≈ 5 kA. Magnetic
fields inside the coil are too low to be detected in the axial
proton radiographs, placing an upper limit on the wire current
of ≈20 kA. Axial deflectometry may be a more useful dia-
gnostic of larger currents or more extended magnetic fields,
for instance in cylindrical coil or Helmholtz targets [9, 23, 27].
The scaling of the proton void with proton energy agrees well
with an analytic model of proton deflection around a wire
when probing towards the end of the laser drive. Relatively
low proton energies combined with fast-rising currents and
electric fields may explain a deviation from theory earlier in
time.

Our dual-axis results have motivated an alternative exper-
imental platform suitable for magnetic field measurements
across a wide intensity range. The combination of axial pro-
ton deflectometry and a direct current probe could signific-
antly improve the characterisation of return currents in the
target stalk, while a single-plate geometry makes it easier
to diagnose plasma properties and test models of target
charging.
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Appendix

In this section we will derive an equation for proton deflection
in the fields around a charged, current-carrying wire. This is
an extension of the work presented in [19], where Kugland’s
mapping relation [64] between a point proton source and pro-
ton radiograph was applied to the case of a capacitor-coil loop
in the absence of electric fields. Figure 3 shows the coordinate
system and important parameters in the derivation. The wire
is straight and located in the EM field region, aligned coaxi-
ally with the proton beam. The proton source is separated from
the EM field region by a distance d, which in turn is separated
from a detector by a distance D. A proton ray passing through
a point will be defined by a pair of Cartesian coordinates (x, y)
in the object plane and a point (xi,yi) in the image plane. For
small angles of incidence θ0 and deflection α from the object
plane, we can assume that tan(θ0)≈ θ0 and tan(α)≈α. This
leads to a simple mapping equation between x and xi [64]:

xi =Mx+Dαx
yi =My+Dαy

where M is the magnification of the imaging system (M=
d+D
d ). The deflection angles αx and αy are related to the proton

velocity v= (vx,vy,vz) by:

αx =
vx
vz

αy =
vy
vz
.

The Lorentz force on a proton with velocity v is:

ẍ=
e
mp

(E+ v×B)

Taking the x and y components of the cross product gives:

ẍ=
eEx
mp

−
e
mp

vzBy

ÿ=
eEy
mp

+
e
mp

vzBx.

Then integrating these equations yields the velocity com-
ponents vx and vy:

vx =
e
mp

ˆ

(Ex− vzBy)dt

vy =
e
mp

ˆ

(Ey+ vzBx)dt.

Splitting terms in E and B and changing the limits of integ-
ration from time to distance (dt= dz dtdz =

1
vz
dz) yields for vx:

vx =
e

mpvz

ˆ

Exdz−
e
mp

ˆ

Bydz.

From which the deflection angles are obtained:

αx =
e

mpv2z

ˆ

Exdz−
e

mpvz

ˆ

Bydz

αy =
e

mpv2z

ˆ

Eydz+
e

mpvz

ˆ

Bxdz.

These equations connect the proton deflection angles to the
electric and magnetic field provided the angles of incidence
and deflection are sufficiently small. Rewriting in terms of
the non-relativistic proton kinetic energy (ϵp = 1

2mpv2) yields
two equations that are valid for the protons generated in our
experiment, with energies ϵp ≲ 15 MeV:

αx =
e

2 ϵp

ˆ

Exdz−
e

√

2mpϵp

ˆ

Bydz

αy =
e

2 ϵp

ˆ

Eydz+
e

√

2mpϵp

ˆ

Bxdz.

Since the case of protons deflected by the magnetic field
around an infinite straight wire carrying a uniform current has
been dealt with in [19], we can restrict ourselves to electric
field deflections without loss of generality. Consider an elec-
tric field emanating from an infinitely long, uniformly charged
wire. This infinite wire is oriented along the z-axis, with a
radially-symmetric E-field given by:

E(r) =
λ

2πϵ0r
(r⩾ R0)

Here, λ is the wire charge per unit length, R0 is the wire
radius and the radial coordinate is r=

√

x2 + y2. The electric
field is oriented radially away from the wire surface every-
where in space and therefore:

Ex = E(r)cos(θ) = E
x
r

Ey = E(r)sin(θ) = E
y
r

where θ is the standard polar angular coordinate (measured
from the positive x-axis in the xy-plane). Substituting for E(r)
gives:

Ex =
λx

2πϵ0r2
(r⩾ R0)

Ey =
λy

2πϵ0r2
(r⩾ R0).
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Deriving an expression for the image plane coordinates
(xi,yi) requires knowledge of how the deflection angles (αx,
αy) change with proton position and electromagnetic field
strength. As before, ∆z denotes the proton path length integ-
rated over the field region:

αx ≈
e

2 ϵp

ˆ

∆z
Exdz

=
e

2 ϵp

ˆ

∆z

λx
2πϵ0r2

dz

=
e

2 ϵp

[

λxz
2πϵ0r2

]

∆z

=
eλx∆z

4 πϵ0 ϵpr2

And similarly for y:

αy ≈
eλy∆z

4 πϵ0 ϵpr2
. (4)

The deflection equations can be simplified by definingµE =
eλ

4 πϵ0 ϵp
:

αx =
µEx∆z
r2

αy =
µEy∆z
r2

.

Now ri can be extracted from xi. Substituting the electric
field equation for αx into the definition of xi:

xi =Mx+Dαx

=Mx+D

[

µEx∆z
r2

]

.

The same technique can applied to the yi coordinate. Using
µB = eµ0I

2π
√

2mpϵp
from [19], these equations can be expanded to

account for the electric and magnetic fields:

xi =Mx+
Dx∆z
r2

(µE +µB) (5)

yi =My+
Dy∆z
r2

(µE +µB). (6)

Observing that xi = ri cos(θ), equation (5) becomes:

ri cos(θ) =Mrcos(θ)+
D[rcos(θ)]∆z

r2
(µE +µB).

So the radial mapping for an infinite straight wire carrying
a current I and charge per unit length λ reads:

ri =Mr+
D∆z
r

(µE +µB). (7)

Caustics arise when dri
dr = 0:

M−
D∆z
r2

(µE +µB) = 0 (8)

which yields

r∗ =

√

D∆z(µE +µB)

M
. (9)

The proton void radius is then the value of ri when r= r
∗

:

ri(r
∗) =M

√

D∆z(µE +µB)

M
+

D∆z
√

D∆z(µE+µB)
M

(µE +µB)

=
√

MD∆z(µE +µB)+
√

MD∆z(µE +µB).

So the void radius in the image plane can be expressed in
terms of the electromagnetic field geometry and magnitude,
the system magnification and the proton energy:

rv = 2
√

MD∆z(µE +µB). (10)

Equation (10) implies that rv ∝ I
1
2 and rv ∝ ϵ

−
1
4

p for a pro-
ton beam passing through the magnetic field at the top a wire

loop, whilst rv ∝ λ
1
2 and rv ∝ ϵ

−
1
2

p in the electric field around a
charged wire. This is reasonable since proton deflection scales
with the velocity v based on the Lorentz force and the amount
of time the proton spends in the field. The electric field term
scales as 1/v2 while the magnetic field term scales as 1/v. For
both an electric and magnetic field, the void radius is no longer
a power law in ϵp, so electric field effects will cause a deviation

from the rv ∝ ϵ
−

1
4

p law.
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